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E

uropa Universalis IV: Mandate of Heaven casts its eye towards East

Asia, especially China and Japan. 15th century China was the most technologically advance civilization of the day, and it had only just begun its
internal retreat from the glory days of treasure fleets sailing to Zanzibar.
In the later years of the Ashikaga shogunate Japan is quickly approaching the Sengoku
era – the fabled time of Daimyos and samurai armies competing to become the Shogun
and thereby the real power in the island nation. Korea tries to maintain its independence, surrounded by larger powers and the fierce Manchu look hungrily at the wealthy
cities to their south.
The two major additions in Mandate of Heaven are the Empire of China system
(analogous to the existing Holy Roman Empire mechanics) and the Historical Ages
that can lead to Golden Eras for your nation. There are a host of smaller changes, as
well, including modeling the tributary system of Chinese diplomacy, the bonuses of
the meritocratic exam system in Chinese bureaucracy, as well as an entire rewrite of
how the game models the Japanese Shogunate and its warrior culture.
This guide will walk you through the significant changes in Mandate of Heaven.
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Historical Ages
and Golden Eras

W

e have divided the four centuries of Europa Universalis into four

broad ages, named after the historical energies that most defined each
age.
There are four historical ages. Each age has seven objectives and
seven abilities, thematically tied to the historical period.
Objectives are tasks you can complete as you go about your business in the game.
Some of these objectives can be easily met by some nations and others will require
quite a bit of work. If you can accomplish THREE objectives in an age then you have
the option to start a Golden Era.
A Golden Era lasts for 50 years, during which your nation gets a 10% bonus to army
and navy morale, all monarch point costs are reduced by 10%, and your provinces get
a 10% boost in goods production. If Absolutism is active, your monarch gets a 5 point
bonus to absolutism.
Your country can only have ONE Golden Era during the game.
Also, as time ticks by, your nation will accumulate Splendor. The base rate is 1
point of splendor per month, with bonuses for completing objectives. Once you have
gathered 800 points of splendor, you can choose one of seven abilities that are available in each age. In each age, there are also four special unique perks that are available
to specific nations.
The four ages and their associated abilities and objectives are:
Age of Discovery:

Beginning state of game, religious conflict bonuses are in effect. Castilian Civil War
and War of the Roses can only happen in this age.
Objectives
• Discover America while having an Old World capital
• Control Five Centers of Trade
• Own a city (in a core province) with 30 Development
• Embrace the Renaissance and have it exist in every state province
• Be in a personal union with two other nations
• Own Territory on two different continents
• Humiliate a rival in a peace treaty
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Abilities
• Feudal De Jure Law: -5 to unrest
• Justified Wars: Reduced penalty to aggressive expansion
• Transfer Subject: Can make claims on provinces adjacent to existing claims
• Improved War Taxes: No cost for imposing war taxes
• Cavalry Armies: Increase allowed ratio of cavalry in an army by 20%
• Higher developed colonies: Colonies start with +1 to tax, production and manpower
• Adaptive Combat Terrain: Terrain bonus when fighting in capital
• Ottoman Siege: Ottomans only, siege ability +33%
• Portuguese Colonial Growth: Portugal only, settler growth +50%
• Danish Subject Loyalty: Denmark only, liberty desire of subjects reduced -30%
• Venetian Trade: Venice only, 50% bonus to ship trade power
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Age of Reformation:

Starts in 1530 or when Protestantism is discovered, religious conflict bonuses in effect.
Counts Feud, Religious Turmoil and French Wars of Religion can only happen in this age
Objectives
• Convert your nation to Protestantism
• Complete the Humanist or Religious idea group
• Convert ten provinces to your religion
• Have five colonial nations as subjects
• Force another nation to convert in a peace treaty
• Gain trade bonus from controlling silk, spice or chinaware
• Own all the provinces that belong to your culture group
Abilities
• Religion Enforced Edict: Allows edict to add 50% resistance to conversion
• Coastal Barrage: +1 to blockade effect on coastal sieges
• Religious Wars: -25% to war costs in peace negotiations against rival religion
• Mercenary Discipline: +5% to mercenary discipline
• Powerful Trade Ships: 20% bonus to ship effect on trade
• Institutional Spread: Institutions spread 50% faster to neighboring provinces of same
religion
• Prestigious Conversions: Extra prestige from missionary conversions, relative to province development
• Spanish Tercios: Spain only, reduced shock damage in battle
• Mughal Artillery: Mughals only, artillery costs 50% less
• Polish Legitimacy: Poland or Polish Commonwealth only, 33% more goods produced
• Persian Reinforcement: Persia only, reinforcement costs 33% less
Age of Absolutism:

Starts in 1620 or when Global Trade institution is enabled, absolutism bonuses in effect,
English Civil War can only happen in this age
Objectives
• Have three Trade Companies
• Have at least five universities in your nation
• Have a land force limit of at least 200 regiments
• Have an Absolutism score of at least 90
• Be Emperor of China with a Mandate score of 50
• Promoted at least five cultures in your empire
• Be on the winning side in a war between Religious Leagues
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Abilities
• Edict of Absolutism: Effects of devastation decrease 25% faster
• Flexible Rivalries: Cost 50% less to change a rival
• Protecting Forts: Forts that border a rival nation have no cost
• Efficient Autonomy: Cooldown from autonomy changes 50% faster
• Harsher Treatment: Harsh treatment costs 50% less
• Administrative Efficiency: 5% bonus to administrative efficiency
• Absolutism: Yearly increase of +1 to absolutism
• French Musketeers: France only, +20 to land fire effects in combat
• Dutch Officials: Netherlands only, yearly reduction in corruption by -.20
• Swedish Recruitment: Sweden only, manpower recovers 35% faster
• Manchu Banners: Manchu and Qing only, 50% more banner troops
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Age of Revolutions:

Starts in 1710 or if Enlightenment institution is enabled, absolutism bonuses in effect,
French Revolution and other revolutionary movements can only happen in this age
Objectives
• Have a Parliament
• Be Holy Roman Emperor or found your own empire
• Have a subject state with 250 Development
• Have armies with at least 125% Discipline
• Have at least 50 Development in your capital
• Have a 3-star leader at the head of an army or navy
• Own and control the origin of at least two Institutions
Abilities
• Anti-Revolutionary Zeal: 33% less liberty desire from a subject state’s development
• Napoleonic Warfare: +3 bonus for artillery versus a fort
• Improved Forced March: Forced march costs nothing
• Naval Engagement: 20% more ships engage in battle
• Unrestricted Conquest: No distance limit on coring provinces
• Improved Artillery Range: Backrow artillery do more damage in battle
• Loyal Subjects: Less liberty desire for subjects on same continent as overlord
• Prussian Discipline: Prussia only, 20% less fire damage in combat
• British Fleet: Great Britain only, naval maintenance is 33% lower
• Russian Empire: +20 to allowed number of states
• Austrian Diplomacy: +5 to diplomatic reputation
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ABSOLUTISM

O

nce the Age of Absolutism occurs, countries can raise or lower their

Absolutism. This new system eliminates the Absolute Monarchy form
of government.
Absolutism is a rough measure of how firmly your central government controls the country. Your maximum absolutism is set by a base value plus
modifiers based on your great power status and your legitimacy. The higher your
Absolutism, the greater your administrative efficiency (lowering the cost of coring
newly acquired provinces). Your troops will also be more highly disciplined and foreign claims on your core provinces will expire more quickly.

Absolutism is raised by:
• Imposing Harsh Treatment on potential rebels
• Lowering autonomy of provinces
• Increasing Stability
• Strengthening Government
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Absolutism is lowered by:
• Increasing autonomy of provinces
• Assigning a parliamentary seat to a province
• Debasing currency
• Accepting rebel demands
• Reducing your war exhaustion
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The Empire
of China

O

ne of the major focuses of Mandate of Heaven is East Asia. Thous-

ands of years of civilization but it has never quite gotten the attention and
overhaul that other regions and mechanics have.
At the center of the Asian changes is the Chinese Empire. This, roughly,
refers to the primacy given to the most powerful ruler in the region, centered on China.
Ming will start with the Empire in 1444, but other nations can try to claim the mantle
and assert their influence on the region.
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The Empire of China in Mandate of Heaven works a little like the Holy Roman
Empire in Europa Universalis IV. Control of the Chinese Empire allows you to pass
laws and reforms that will strengthen the imperial power and improve the ability of
the emperor to raise funds or troops. Any nation that borders the current holder of
the imperial title (and is not in a subject relationship with the holder) gets a Mandate
of Heaven casus belli on the Celestial Empire and may try to seize the title.
The Emperor may establish Tributary States – a special sort of subject state that is
not quite a vassal, but does have some limits on its independence. Every year, Tributary
States must send gold, monarch points or manpower to the Emperor. If either side ends
the tributary status, a truce is established between the two, just as if an alliance is being
ended.
The Empire of China’s internal strength is partly measured by the size of its mandate. The mandate is stronger if the kingdom is stable and prosperous with many
tributaries. A strong mandate lowers unrest and lowers the cost of increasing stability.
The mandate weakens in times of instability and devastation with few subject
states. A weak mandate dramatically reduces the amount of goods produced in your
country and lessens the effectiveness of your troops.
Reforming the empire takes a lot of work, but can be worth it. If you accumulate a
Mandate of 80, you can spend those Mandate points on a reform that will centralize
the regime. As with the HRE, these reforms MUST be completed in order; you cannot
do a reform until you have imposed its predecessor. Note that 80 Mandate points is a
lot – this will weaken your empire considerably and is best not done in times of war
or economic struggle.
The emperor may also pass Decrees, which can be seen as analogous to the laws
passed by Parliaments in the game. Here you don’t have to collect votes, however. The
central concept here is meritocracy.
Meritocracy is our way of modeling the stabilizing and effective power of the
Chinese bureaucracy, and it is a substitute for legitimacy. For millennia, the Chinese
Empire tested people in a series of grueling civil service exams to find those best
suited to serve the emperor.
Meritocracy’s primary benefit is to reduce the cost of your advisors. China is already very rich, but the ability to hire level 2 and level 3 advisors at a monthly cost is
a huge advantage. In a circular bit of design, the higher the quality of your advisors,
the more easily you can maintain a high meritocracy level. Meritocracy also increases
with control of the chinaware trade.
To impose a new decree, you spend 20 meritocracy points. Like parliamentary
laws, decrees are in place for 10 years and cannot be changed in that time.
As you can see, the Empire of China is a prize worth fighting for.
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Japanese Shogunate

T

he Japanese Shogunate has also been redesigned from the ground

up. There no longer exists a nation called “Japan”. It is replaced by the
Ashikaga Shogunate, based in Kyoto. The Shogun still holds the entirety
of the island chain in fealty to him – his Daimyos are his subjects with a
considerable amount of freedom to prey on each other.
The big changes are in the interactions between the Shogun and the Daimyos. Every
Daimyo has a casus belli on the Shogun to claim the title for himself. If a Daimyo takes
Kyoto, then they become the new Shogun and assume all of the power of that position.
This is clearly very dangerous, so the Shogun has a wide range of tools to keep the
hounds at bay.
First, the Shogun can spend 20 legitimacy points on three governmental actions
whose effects last for 10 years.
• Sword Hunt: Shogun increases manpower by 250 per Daimyo, and land force limit
0.5 per Daimyo. Daimyos lose 1000 manpower and reduce land force limit by 2.
• Sankin Kotai: Shogun increases diplomatic reputation by 3.00. Daimyos lose
1 diplomatic relation.
• Expel Ronin: Daimyos lose 5.00 liberty desire.
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On top of these ways to weaken potential rivals through governing, the Shogun can
use his superior relationship over the Daimyos to compel obedience through the
Subject menu. The Shogun has four unique interactions with the Daimyos, with a
risk of increasing their liberty desire.
• Change Isolationism: Force Daimyos to adopt identical isolation policy. (More on that
in Shinto section). Liberty desire +25.
• Conscript General: Take a Daimyo’s most talented general and force him to serve the
Shogun. Liberty desire +30
• Contribute to Capital: Reduce a Daimyo province development by 2, increase Kyoto
development by 1.
• Force Seppuku: If a Daimyo has started a war, force his suicide. Shogun gains amount
of monarch power equal to 5x that of new Daimyo. Liberty desire +15.
Daimyos retain their Sengoku casus belli against neighboring Daimyos.
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Religious Changes
Confucian Harmony
and Shinto Isolation

W

e have made changes to how Confucianism and Shintoism work in

Mandate of Heaven.
Like many eastern religions, many forms of Confucianism are closer
to philosophy than faiths. Though there have certainly been outbursts
of Confucian fervor against Buddhism or other creeds, in general, the Confucian insistence on order and stability have promoted the idea that matter of faith can be
harmonious.
Confucian nations have a Harmony rating. When Harmony is strong, tolerance for
the true faith (i.e., Confucianism) gets a bonus. But low Harmony increases your development cost, reduces tolerance of the true faith and gives a penalty to meritocracy.
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Your Harmony will steadily increase at a slow rate of 1.00 per year, but is reduced
whenever you convert a province. So are China and Korea doomed to be a mess of
competing faiths? Not necessarily! Confucian nations can harmonize their faith with
another.
Harmonizing will damage your Harmony in the short run. You will have a penalty to your accumulation of Harmony, and have to deal with some negative effects.
However, at the end of the process, the harmonized faith is treated identically as
Confucianism, with all of its tolerance bonus. As you harmonize with particular
faiths, you also get bonuses attached to that religion (or religious group).
Over in Japan, Shintoism pushes the island nation towards a more inward looking
search for perfection. Shinto nations must balance a concept called isolationism.
Historically, Japan had a very skeptical attitude towards foreign ideas and travelers,
and every few decades Japanese rulers will face an events known as Incidents that
will push the Japanese people towards greater openness or greater isolation.
This is not a good vs bad situation, to be clear. There are advantages to being isolated and advantages to exchanging with the outside world. The levels of isolationism
and their effects follow:
• Level 0 – Open Door Policy: institutions spread 20% faster and are 10% cheaper
to embrace
• Level 1 – Adaptive: institutions spread 10% faster
• Level 2 – Selective Integration: ideas cost 10% less
• Level 3 – Isolationism: 10% cheaper to increase stability
• Level 4 – Closed Door Policy: war exhaustion reduced by .03, 15% cheaper
to increase stability
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Manchu Banners

T

he Manchurian tribes can now raise special Banner troops from

Manchu cultured provinces.
Banners operate similarly to mercenaries in that they do not draw
from your manpower reserves. Instead, you get a corruption penalty for
raising them. Banner units start at 100 men and will gradually fill until they reach full
strength. As they take damage, Banners are replenished simply through cash, but, like
mercenaries, will disintegrate if they ever reach zero men.
Banners are raised from the State menu, not the province menu. (The second tab
when you click on a province is the State menu.) Each state can raise one banner per
ten development points in a Manchu culture state. So a 15 development province
contributes 1.5 banners to that state. Adopting the Eight Banners national idea will
increase the number of available banner troops by 25%. In the Absolutist era, the
Qing or Manchu can adopt the ability to increase the available banner troops by 50%

Banners will be recruited as cavalry until you hit your ideal infantry/cavalry ratio,
after which the banners will be infantry.
Banner units are marked in purple and will fight with a 10% bonus to their discipline.
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7. TERM.
A. This License is effective until terminated. Licensee may terminate it at any time by destroying the Software Product with all
copies, full or partial, and removing all of its component parts. The term of this EULA runs concurrently with the period during
which the consumer uses and retains the Software Product. If the Software Product is transferred (to the extent allowed under
this EULA), the license is transferred with it.
B. Your rights under this EULA will terminate automatically without notice from Paradox if you fail to comply with any term(s) or
condition(s) of this EULA. In such event, no notice shall be required by Paradox to effect such termination.
C. Upon termination of this EULA, you shall cease all use of the Software Product and destroy all copies, full or partial, together
with all backup copies, modifications, printed or written materials, and merged portions in any form and remove all component
parts of the Software Product which have been downloaded onto your Unit.

8. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
A. As between you and Paradox, Paradox shall retain all right, title, and interest in the Software Product and to any modifications
or improvements made thereto, and any upgrades, updates or Documentation provided to End User.
B. You acknowledge Paradox’s exclusive rights in the Software Product and that the Software Product is unique and original
to Paradox and that Paradox is owner thereof. Unless otherwise permitted by law, End User shall not, at any time during or
after the effective Term of the Agreement, dispute or contest, directly or indirectly, Paradox’s exclusive right and title to the
Software Product or the validity thereof.
C. You shall not attempt to develop any Software Product that contains the “look and feel” of any of the Software Product.
D. You hereby expressly agree not to extract information, reverse engineer, disassemble, decompile, or translate the Software
Product, or otherwise attempt to derive the source code of the Software Product, except to the extent allowed under any
applicable law. In the event that such activities are permitted by applicable law, any information you, or your authorized agent,
discover shall be promptly disclosed to Paradox and shall be deemed the confidential information of Paradox.

9. EXPORT LAW ASSURANCES.
You may not export or re-export the Software Product except as authorized by United States law and the laws of the jurisdiction
in which the Software Product was obtained. In particular, but without limitation, the Software Product may not be exported or
re-exported (a) into or to a nation or a resident of any U.S. embargoed countries or (b) to anyone on the U.S. Treasury Department’s
list of Specially Designated Nationals or the U.S. Department of Commerce Denied Person’s List or Entity List. By installing or using
any component of the Software Product, you represent and warrant that you are not located in, under control of, or a national or
resident of any such country or on any such list.

10. DISCLAIMER OF WARRANTIES.
YOU EXPRESSLY ACKNOWLEDGE AND AGREE THAT USE OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS AT YOUR SOLE RISK AND THAT THE
ENTIRE RISK AS TO SATISFACTORY QUALITY, PERFORMANCE, AND ACCURACY IS WITH YOU. TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT
PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT IS PROVIDED “AS IS,” WITH ALL FAULTS AND WITHOUT WARRANTY
OF ANY KIND, AND PARADOX AND PARADOX’S AFFILIATES (COLLECTIVELY REFERRED TO AS “PARADOX” FOR THE PURPOSES
OF SECTIONS 10 AND 11) HEREBY DISCLAIM ALL WARRANTIES AND CONDITIONS WITH RESPECT TO THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT,
EITHER EXPRESS, IMPLIED OR STATUTORY, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES AND/OR CONDITIONS
OF MERCHANTABILITY, OF SATISFACTORY QUALITY, OF FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OF ACCURACY, OF QUIET
ENJOYMENT, AND NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD PARTY RIGHTS. PARADOX DOES NOT WARRANT AGAINST INTERFERENCE
WITH YOUR ENJOYMENT OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, THAT THE FUNCTIONS CONTAINED IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL

MEET YOUR REQUIREMENTS, THAT THE OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL BE UNINTERRUPTED OR ERROR-FREE,
OR THAT DEFECTS IN THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT WILL BE CORRECTED. NO ORAL OR WRITTEN INFORMATION OR ADVICE
GIVEN BY PARADOX OR A PARADOX AUTHORIZED REPRESENTATIVE SHALL CREATE A WARRANTY. SHOULD THE SOFTWARE
PRODUCT PROVE DEFECTIVE, YOU ASSUME THE ENTIRE COST OF ALL NECESSARY SERVICING, REPAIR OR CORRECTION. SOME
JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE EXCLUSION OF IMPLIED WARRANTIES OR LIMITATION ON APPLICABLE STATUTORY RIGHTS
OF A CONSUMER, SO THE ABOVE EXCLUSION AND LIMITATIONS MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU.

11. LIMITATION OF LIABILITY.
TO THE MAXIMUM EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, IN NO EVENT SHALL PARADOX, ITS AFFILIATES OR LICENSEES,
BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, INDIRECT, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES WHATSOEVER (INCLUDING, WITHOUT
LIMITATION, DAMAGES FOR LOSS OF BUSINESS PROFITS, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, LOSS OF BUSINESS INFORMATION, OR ANY
OTHER PECUNIARY LOSS) ARISING OUT OF THE USE OF OR INABILITY TO USE THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR DEFECT IN OR CAUSED
BY THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO COMPROMISING THE SECURITY OF YOUR UNIT, OPERATING SYSTEM
OR FILES, OR THE PROVISION OF OR FAILURE TO PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES, EVEN IF PARADOX HAS BEEN ADVISED OF THE
POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGES. IN ANY CASE, PARADOX’S ENTIRE LIABILITY UNDER ANY PROVISION OF THIS EULA SHALL BE
LIMITED TO THE AMOUNT ACTUALLY PAID BY YOU FOR THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT OR REPLACEMENT OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT
WITH PRODUCT OF COMPARABLE RETAIL VALUE, AS PARADOX MAY ELECT IN ITS SOLE DISCRETION; PROVIDED HOWEVER, IF
YOU HAVE ENTERED INTO A SUPPORT SERVICES AGREEMENT, PARADOX’S ENTIRE LIABILITY REGARDING SUPPORT SERVICES
SHALL BE GOVERNED BY THE TERMS OF THAT AGREEMENT. BECAUSE SOME STATES AND JURISDICTIONS DO NOT ALLOW THE
EXCLUSION OR LIMITATION OF LIABILITY, THE ABOVE LIMITATION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU IN PART OR WHOLE.

12. DEFECTS AND SECURITY WARNING.
A. WITHOUT LIMITING THE FOREGOING, PARADOX DOES NOT ENSURE CONTINUOUS, ERROR-FREE, SECURE OR VIRUS-FREE
OPERATION OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT.
B. WARNING: BY INSTALLATION AND/OR USE OF THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT, YOU MAY BE INSTALLING INTO YOUR UNIT
SOFTWARE THAT IS ALLEGED OR MAY BE ALLEGED TO COMPROMISE THE SECURITY OF YOUR UNIT, ITS OPERATING
SYSTEM AND FILES. IF AT ANY TIME YOU WISH TO DE-INSTALL THE SOFTWARE PRODUCT BECAUSE YOU BELIEVE THE
SECURITY OF YOUR UNIT, OPERATING SYSTEM OR FILES MAY BE OR HAS BEEN COMPROMISED, YOU MAY NEED TO
EXECUTE A SEPARATE ROUTINE TO DE-INSTALL THE FEATURE THAT MAY BE COMPROMISING YOUR SECURITY. DAMAGES
YOU MAY RECOVER FOR ANY SUCH ALLEGED SECURITY BREACHES ARE SUBJECT TO THE LIMITATION OF LIABILITY AS
SET FORTH BELOW.

13. INDEMNIFICATION.

You hereby agree to indemnify, defend and hold harmless Paradox and its affiliates and their respective officers, employees,
directors, agents, licensees (excluding you), sublicensees (excluding you), successors and assigns from and against any and all
liability, costs, losses, damages, and expenses (including reasonable attorneys’ fees and expenses) arising out of any claim, suit, or
cause of action relating to and/or arising from (a) your breach of any term of this EULA; (b) your violation of any rights of any third
party; or (c) your use or misuse of the Software Product. Your indemnification obligations set forth in the immediately preceding
sentence shall survive the termination of this EULA.

14. GOVERNING LAW.
This EULA will be governed by and construed in accordance with the laws of the State of New York and of the United States of
America. This EULA shall not be governed by the United Nations Convention on Contracts for the International Sale of Goods, the
application of which is expressly excluded. By agreeing to these terms and conditions, in the event of any claim you may have
arising from or related to the Software Product or this EULA you agree to the exclusive personal and subject matter jurisdiction
of the courts located within the New York, New York, U.S.A. for making and resolving any such claims, and hereby waive any right
to participate in any type of law suit brought and/or maintained as a class action or similar in nature to a class action. Paradox
reserves the right to make any claim against you and seek and be granted any legal or equitable remedy against you in any court
anywhere in the world.

15. WAIVER & SEVERABILITY.
A failure on the part of Paradox to act with respect to a breach by you or others of this EULA does not waive our right to act with
respect to subsequent or similar breaches. If for any reason a court of competent jurisdiction finds any provision, or portion thereof,
to be unenforceable, the remainder of this EULA shall continue in full force and effect.

16. ALL RIGHTS NOT EXPRESSLY GRANTED HEREIN ARE RESERVED BY PARADOX.
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